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The dramatic economic changes of 2008/09 have had a significant impact on
the UK’s international trade performance and the related maritime, ports
and logistics industries. 95% of import/export trade is shipped and handled
through the UK’s major seaports and Sea Freight Statistics provides new
insights based upon the very latest data for 2009.
Behind the headlines are important factors such as new logistics and
shipping policies, port developments and environmental trends, all shaping
the future pattern of UK & global freight movements. The rise of port
centric logistics, the construction of new port capacity and the increasing
influence of logistics service providers on global trade flows will continue to
impact upon the UK’s corridors for trade. Sea Freight Statistics captures and
analyses the results of these changes and points to opportunities for
development.
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This is a short summary analysis of the provisional quarterly UK port
statistics (foreign and domestic traffic) for the period up to quarter 4 2009,
published in mid-March 2010 by the UK Department for Transport. It is the
first in a series of reports that will provide summary analyses of successive
quarterly issues of the port statistics from the DfT, with additional tables,
graphs and pie charts by Port and trade corridor available on subscription
(see below).
Deeper analyses of maritime statistics by port, by destination, by corridor
and by market can also be commissioned (enquiries@seafreightstatistics.com).
In tonnage terms the provisional figures indicate a steady fall in port traffic
volumes since the fourth quarter of 2007, with increases in outbound
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volumes for the four quarters prior to Q4 2007 temporarily holding up the
long term decline.
Total annual port traffic in 2009, based on these provisional tonnage
figures, is less than it was in 2000 at the start of the decade, down 2.4% on
inbound and 21.7% on outbound flows.
Outbound tonnage through UK ports in 2009 amounted to 195 million tonnes,
while inbound volumes amounted to 299 million tonnes, a negative trade
imbalance of 104 million tonnes.

The assessment in terms of unit load traffic (including passenger cars and
trade vehicles) is slightly positive, over the longer term. There has been a
drop in traffic, following a peak for inbound and outbound traffic at the end
of 2007, to the extent that provisional figures for 2009 indicate that unit
load throughput at UK ports is now just 0.4% more than it was in 2000, with
a preservation of the balance between outbound and inbound flows.
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Measured on a port-by-port and traffic corridor by traffic corridor (estuary)
basis, the pattern is one of a general decline in port traffic between 2008
and 2009, in tonnage and unit terms, with very few exceptions.

In 2009 the ports in the Humber estuary handled more freight tonnage than
any other group of ports in the country (77m tonnes) even though tonnage
throughput fell by 15.7% compared to 2008. Ports in the Thames and
Medway handled nearly 59m tonnes in 2009, making it the UK’s second
largest trade corridor, in tonnage terms.
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Across all ports tonnage throughput fell in 2009 with the notable exceptions
being Dover and Milford Haven. Milford Haven was ‘buoyed’ by oil and gas
sector traffic but the increase at Dover is an interesting exception
especially when considering that the unit throughput at the port fell by 1.6%
in 2009.
Among the other ports grouped into the ‘rest’ Milford Haven and Sullom Voe
handled just over 50m tonnes between them.
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Dover dominates the port sector in terms of the number of ‘units’ handled
(units in the DfT provisional figures include passenger cars and trade
vehicles) and throughput at Dover fared much better than most ports in
2009 compared to 2008.
24% of all unit movements through UK ports pass through Dover, with port
complexes in the South and South East also capturing a large share of the
unit load market. While dominant in tonnage terms the Humber ports
handle 10% of the UK’s unit load traffic and the Tyne and Tees ports 4%. On
the west coast the Mersey ports account for 5%.
In terms of UK market share movement, Dover, Felixstowe, Liverpool and
Portsmouth gained ground in 2009, as did most Irish Sea ports.
There is some significant unit throughput at ports grouped among the ‘rest’,
not readily associated with estuarial trade and traffic corridors. Among the
most significant ports grouped into the ‘rest’ category are Holyhead,
Heysham, Poole and Fishguard.
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For a more detailed breakdown of traffic handled at the top 20 UK ports,
you can subscribe to our spreadsheet analysis at £35 plus Vat per quarter.
This will provide long-term trends since 2000, volume movements 2007 to
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2009 and market share changes port by port, analysed with tables, graphs
and pie charts and the supporting data.
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For companies who are engaged in international shipping of freight through
UK ports, and for public bodies with ports located in their economic regions,
Sea Freight Statistics and our market intelligence services offer evidence,
analysis, insight and advice to inform your business plans, commercial
negotiations and business development projects.
Deeper analyses of sea freight statistics by port, by destination, by corridor
and by market can be commissioned from us.

Contacts	
  
To buy the spreadsheet analysis (price £35 plus VAT per quarter) and to
subscribe to future copies of Quarterly UK Port Statistics, please register:

By	
  email:	
  enquiries@seafreightstatistics.com	
  
By telephone: Peter Baker

+44 (0) 1472 353 532

Stephen Taylor +44 (0) 7875 539 344
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